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The  Annual General Meeting of SMSC will  be held on 

 Sunday, 5 August 2018   

at 6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield  

unless otherwise notified.   

You can pay your annual membership fee if you wish, Raffle tickets (to 

be drawn at the Expo) for wonderful model prizes will also be available. 

The AGM will be followed by a “Trash & Treasure” sale of items that are 

surplus to Members’ needs and time permitting there will also be a S&T 

after that, so Members and visitors may wish to bring along projects for 

display and discussion. 

At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant. Applica-

tions will be by volunteering for a position. Every Member should consid-

er joining the Executive in one of the following positions:      

President 

Vice President 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Committee Members 

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE ENDEAVOUR GROUP WILL BE 

HELD IN NOVEMBER 2018. THERE WILL BE NO ENDEAVOUR 

GROUP MEETING IN SEPTEMBER TO ALLOW MEMBERS TO 

CONCENTRATE ON OUR EXPO AND THE CANBERRA EXPO. 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T 
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SMSC S&T at Wests Ashfield 
Leagues Club 

Your Committee is very concerned that there may be some Members that are 

not coming to our S&T at our new venue at Wests Ashfield Leagues 
Club at 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield because you are concerned that you may not 

find your way there. To assist you we publish a street map of the location (thank you Google 
Maps).  
If you have a GPS there should be no problems finding us, we would welcome you all to come 

along and join us for these fantastic  evenings, the S&T meetings start at 6:30pm. 
As you can see, the Club is located on a main road on the corner of Grimmond Ave, and is a 
very prominent building South West of the railway lines (in fact between Ashfield Public 
School/Boys High School and the railway lines).  
We want more people to attend as it is generally well accepted that viewing the work of others 

helps one advance their own work. 

The Wests Club provides ample parking in the underground car parks, and there is a bistro 
available for meals either before or after the meeting.  

If you want the benefits of membership they are most reasonably priced. 
Once you are inside the Club, ask the very helpful staff at the entrance to direct you to our 
meeting room upstairs. You are welcome to buy a drink at the bar and bring it with you to the 
meeting. 
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PRESIDENT’S BLOG 
We are fast approaching our annual Expo at Sandringham on 18-19 August 
so hopefully, many of you are putting the finishing touches to projects that we 
hope you will register for display over the Expo week-end. By now you will 
have received registration forms and I would encourage you to complete 
them as soon as possible and send them off to our publicity officer,  Anelia 
Bennett to assist in preparation for the weekend, 

This will be the last Chatterbox prior to the Annual General Meeting scheduled for Sunday, 5th 
August at 6:30pm at the Wests Leagues Club.   

I want to take the opportunity of thanking all the outgoing Committee Members once again for 
their contribution to making the club what it is today, the Expo Committee and a special thanks 
to our Chatterbox editor Tom Wolf and his new ‘sidekick’ Mike Kelly, who do such a wonderful 
job promoting our hobby with a great publication every two months. 

Remember, the AGM is our annual ‘trash and treasure’ night as well. Here’s an opportunity for 
you to secure some wonderful buys at great knockdown prices on parts, timbers and other mis-
cellaneous items. Of course you may wish to also bring along excess items you may have for 
sale.  This is your club and it would be wonderful to see some of you that have been absent for 
some time at the AGM to rekindle friendships and find out what you are up to in modelling. 

Hope to see you all at the AGM. 

Happy modelling! 

 

PS.  Ralph Hannaford, the SMSC treasurer, advises that we are in a very good financial posi-

tion which bears well for the future and that a full Report will be available at the AGM. 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2018 

As well as catering to our Members, we are again inviting 
members of fellow modelling Clubs and independent entries, 

please contact Michael Bennett on 0411 545 770 or by email 
mjbennett@ozemail.com.au 

CANBERRA  EXPO  

The Canberra Club will hold its next Expo at the Mount Rogers School on 

the weekend of the 15th and 16th of September 2018.  

For more information please contact:  Max Fitton  (08) 9586 2759 or by 
email to  <seagoon@iinet.net.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by 
email to  <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>. 

EXHIBITION  AT  RICHMOND 

We encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra EXPO even if they do not ex-

hibit as we have a special relationship with the Canberra Club.  

However, Alan Bideleux has informed us about an exhibition event also to be held on 

on the weekend of the 15th and 16th of September 2018 a little closer 

to home at Richmond. Please contact Alan Bideleux (abideleux@gmail.com),  it is 

possible that a Club display will be set up for those not wishing to go to Canberra. 
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EXPO 2018 
Yes, EXPO is upon us again in a few weeks.  

It is time to register your models for exhibition, if you have previously 

exhibited a model you will have been advised by Anelia that your rec-

ords exist, please check the correctness of the Exhibitor Registration 

Form for each model being exhibited that Anelia has sent to you and if necessary ad-

vise her of any corrections.  

If you have not received an Exhibitor Registration Form for each model being exhibit-

ed from your previous entry, to register your model you will have to complete the Reg-

istration Form you have also been sent, it looks like this: 

Although the Registration Form states that it should be returned by 14 July, as you 

will certainly receive this issue of Chatterbox after that date, please disregard that 

deadline and just let Anelia know as soon as possible allowing for all the background 

work that needs to be done before EXPO. 
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EXPO 2018 
We are a thriving Club with a healthy Membership list, a a large number 

of our Members have exhibited or at the least visited past EXPO’s. 

You will all know the problems confronting the organisers who are run 

off their feet dealing with issues of the day, and the task of assisting the 

many hundreds of visitors falls on the shoulders of a very few volunteers. This year 

we are asking all our readers to come along and volunteer to spend a little of your 

time helping to run the EXPO as well as to just exhibit or visit. These are the time slots 

when your help would be most valuable, the tasks are also described.  

Please contact Anelia (Mob: 0408 272 609) and let her know how you can assist, it will 

be greatly appreciated. Remember, your fellow Club Members are relying on your sup-

port!  
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SMSC S&T at Wests Ashfield, 

3rd June 2018 
Report by the Exhibitors, photos by Anelia Bennett 

This month’s show and tell meeting at Wests Ashfield Leagues Club attracted eight members 
and one guest.  

First to show was Michael 
Bennett who brought along a 
not before seen miniature 
model of the tramp steamer 
“SS Helios”.  
As one of Michael’s series of 
models illustrating the history 
of immigration to Australia, 
he had always wanted to in-
clude a typical tramp steamer 
of the 1920’s.  

Hundreds of these tramp steamers were built, to virtually standard designs, and until WW2 
they carried the majority of the world’s bulk cargos.  They were medium sized, (about 350’ long 
and 3500 tons), reliable, seaworthy and able to enter virtually any harbour. 
In addition to carrying cargo, they were licensed to carry up to 12 passengers, and many immi-
grants took advantage of their low fares to make an adventurous journey, often via exotic Far 
Eastern ports, to come to Australia. 
In 1961, while still at school Michael bought a copy of the magazine ‘Model Boats’ which in-
cluded a delightful and complete set of drawings by R Carpenter of the tramp ship SS Helios at 
his favorite scale of 1:1200. Helios was built in 1912 and survived, after six different owners 
until being scrapped in 1966 at the age of 54. Michael’s journey from the time he bought the 
magazine to the time he began building the model 50 years later, was almost as long. 
The model is more than half finished.  A Perspex case and timber base have been made and 
the sea cast in dental plaster around the hull is done, ready for carving and painting. Deck ma-
chinery, lifeboats, masts and rigging remain to be done.   
Michael intends to show her entering Sydney Harbour accompanied by the Lady Denman as 
they would have been in 1920 when the ferry was powered by steam and painted white with a 
tall black funnel. This will complement his model of the Orontes with Lady Denman as they 
were in 1948, by which time the ferry was diesel powered and painted green.  

cont. p. 8 
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Mike Kelly brought along half a dozen magazines about ships in bottles, some from the Euro-
pean Association of Ships in Bottles and some from The Bottle Shipwright, Journal of the 
Ships in Bottles Association of America.  
These associations (and others) can be found on the internet, their sites are quite interesting 
with tips and links to other ship sites.  
Mike purchased a box full of these magazines on eBay for a very reasonable sum, the maga-
zines introduce new members to model ships in bottles, arti-
cles include tips and techniques of how it is done;  
Those who attended the meeting saw from some of the 
models that it is not just a question of pulling a few strings, 
and presto you have a ship in a bottle.  
Some of the models were extremely detailed taking thou-
sands of hours to construct and then to assemble the model 
in the bottle. 
One magazine shows HM Queen Elizabeth being amused 
when presented with a model of the Royal Yacht Britannia 
in a bottle by Des Newton, curator of Bottled Ships at the 
Merseyside Maritime Museum, Liverpool. 

We have asked Mike to  write an article for a future issue of 
Chatterbox so as to help our  readers to have a better in-
sight and to understand more about how to make these fan-
tastic ships-in-bottles . 

cont. from p. 7 
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PORT MACQUARIE MODEL EXPO ‘18 
Report and photos by Tom Wolf 

Richard Keyes and Tom Wolf repre-
sented SMSC at this year’s Port Mac-

quarie Model Expo with a display of model ships 
and model Japanese pagodas. 
We appreciated the warm welcome extended to 
us by the local organisers and modellers. 

Great interest was created with all the items 
displayed and, despite the distance between 
Sydney and the mid-North Coast, great inter-
est was also created in SMSC and the bene-
fits of our Club membership.  

A large number of promotional brochures were 
handed to visitors and we would not be sur-
prised to get many new hits onto our website 
from prospective and actual modellers living up 
North who realistically have no local club.  
Invitations to our Expo were handed out and 
whilst we may not have any entries this year we 
hope that in future years the Port Macquarie 
modellers will support our Expo. 

The Port Macquarie Model Expo is for all disciplines of 
modelling and Task Force 72 were well represented 
with over 30 ship models and many members. The 
local modellers displayed cars, trains and airplanes. 
Additionally, Allan Masters, a local modeller, had a 
fantastic display of model ships, both static and radio 
control. 
We also congratulate Kevin Hudson, a former mem-
ber of SMSC and now a resident of Port Macquarie, 
who won the People’s Choice Award with his model of 
the Stephenson “Rocket” that he had previously dis-
played at our Expo. 
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ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T  
Report and photos by Mike Kelly 

The Saturday 14
th
 July Endeavour group was hosted by Anelia and Michael Ben-

nett at their Rose Bay home and was attended by 8 members. With magnificent views of Syd-
ney Harbour and the Harbour Bridge as a backdrop, the meeting was started by Tom Wolf with 
a short talk on semaphore and signalling pennants, in particular the Popham Code.  
Tom explained how Nelson’s famous signal, ‘England expects that every man will do his duty’ 
at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805 eventuated and how in fact it was not the last signal before 
the battle.  
Mike Barton also reminded us that the semaphore signals for the letters N and D were the ori-
gins of the ban the bomb symbol of the sixties. 

Mike Barton then showed his progress on 
Duyfken, discussion followed on how he 
should plank over the printed deck.  

After overcoming the difficulty in joining the main 
deck pieces, Michael intends to joggle the plank-
ing to finish off the deck. 
 
Next to present was Richard Keyes who opened a real box of tricks. The box contained jigs, 
tools and gadgets that Richard has made.  
His philosophy is if you need to make more than four identical pieces for a model or more, 
make your life easier by making a jig.  
He explained how he makes copper plates for coppering the bottom of sailing ships. Rolls of 
copper in different sizes are available from glass art shops, he loads the roll of copper onto the 

variable grooved 
disc, then unrolls it 
into a channel, a 
dress makers tool is 
then run horizontally 
down the channel 
and vertically along 
pre-cut channels, 
depending on what 
scale Richard is 
working to. 
The result is neat 
rows of rivet or nail 
heads.  
After demonstrating 
how the spar and 
rigging jigs were 
used he passed 
around a number of 
tools he had made 
or adapted from ex-
isting tools. 

cont. p. 11 
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Last but not least Michael Bennett explained how he was making the 
ship’s boats for the miniature model of the Sirius. He explained how by 
trial and error he first cuts a slot in a strip of boxwood or holly, then with 
a 12 volt engraver he carves the inside of the boat first, he then shapes 
the outside and uses the slot he previously cut in the strip as a guide. 
The slot is then used to accommodate the keel of the boat.  

The photo shows the 
frame with the sea 
made from dental plas-
ter and painted, the 
hole in the middle is 
where the Sirius will be 
placed in the seascape.  
The stages of carving 
the ship’s boat can be 
seen from left to right; the ring on the finger is 
an indication of the scale of this model, and if 
you look really close you can see the oars in 
the almost finished boat. 

As we do at every Endeavour Group session, we then move about the table and discuss with 
each person who didn’t do presentation what it is they are modelling and if there is anything 
they wish to discuss (or need help with). 
Dach Hall is almost ready to install the sails on Landfall II, but since the model is set in a dio-
rama at the foot of a swell in 20 knot winds, he was given advice as to how he may be able to 
create realistic billowing sails. Most of us agreed that it is one of the hardest things to achieve, 
but some of the hints given to Dach, after some experimentation as to how each turns out, may 
bring about  a satisfactory result. 
We were also informed about the state of progress in the presentation of the forthcoming EX-
PO, and by all accounts it should be as good (if not better) than previous years. We look for-
ward to seeing as many of our Members as possible at the EXPO and we would really like 
people to come along and assist on the day. 

cont. from p. 10 

HANDY HINT WHEN SANDING 
From our archive of Handy Hints we found this, alas, we can’t acknowledge the 

source as we do not know. If you are tired of sanding off the tips of your fingers, try 

this: 

A spring paper clip can be a handy little vise for holding small wooden strips, planks and 

beams while sanding or bevelling. With total control, the item should be clamped while being 

rubbed over sandpaper on a flat surface. The width of the paper clip can be different depend-

ing on the length of the wooden strip.  
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Hammock and Safety Netting on 
Miniature Model Ships 

Report by Michael Bennett 

A feature of sailing ships of the 18
th
 and 19

th
 Centuries was the use of rope nets as a safety 

measure around the seats of ease at the beak, and as a method of holding rolled hammocks 
into place around the edge of the deck creating a porous rail supported on iron stanchion 
frames that could function as a shrapnel protector during battle. 
The ropes of the netting were usually spaced approximately 30mm apart, and creating a diag-
onal square grid (although some ships such as the USS Constitution ran it parallel to the 
deck).  
Creating these at the usual miniaturist scales of 1:700 or 1:600 is difficult. Even the miniatur-
ist’s bible, the late Donald McNarry’s “Shipbuilding in Miniature”, gives no help and suggests 
that it might be better to show the canvas covers that usually covered the rolled up hammocks 
when at sea. 

Recently I found myself looking carefully at a teabag that I had just used 
and noticed that it was made from a tightly woven grid. Unlike normal tea 
bags which are paper based, the bags on this particular brand (La Maison 
du The} are woven from fine polyester threads spaced approximately 
0.05mm apart, about right for netting at a scale of 1:600. The following 
photographs show the process I used for my 1:600 model of HMS. Sirius.  
 
 

A teabag was cut open, and emptied(!); the spread- 
out cut teabag mesh was taped to a frame so that 
both sides of it can be lightly sprayed with a matt 
black primer. This bound the threads together pre-
venting the cut pieces from fraying without clogging 
the holes in the netting. 

 
 
 
 
Lengths of photo etched railing were cut and sprayed 

matt black. The stanchion spacing on the photo etched  

railing  representing 1.5m on the real ship,  is  close to 

the correct spacing for the netting supports. 

  

  

 The sprayed netting was taped to a cutting mat re-

membering that the netting usually runs at 45 de-

grees to the deck. Using a 150mm steel rule and a 

new single edged razor blade, pressing down firmly 

to hold the netting in place while the cut is being 

made, and with a length of the photo etched railing 

as a gauge, strips of the correct height for the ham-

mock netting were cut. It was important to use a 

number of light strokes for this operation, as a single 

heavy cut would have distorted the delicate weave.  

cont. p. 13 



Each brass frame was then glued to a strip of the previ-

ously cut netting using PVA glue applied to the back of 

the brass frames rather than the netting.   

When dry the netting strips are trimmed at each end to 

create long panels of framed netting ready for installa-

tion. It is hard to get a pond between the polyester net-

ting and the brass framing, and the panels  must be han-

dled very carefully to avoid delaminating. 

Lengths of 0.8 x0.25 mm strip topped with a glued on 

strip of netting sprayed matt black were prepared and glued in position along the capping rail 

to form to base of the netting. When dry the individ-

ual side panels are glued to them, framing outward, 

so the netting is sandwiched between the framing 

and the base, a prototype assembly (not fixed to the 

model) looks like this. 

The result is surprisingly effective. I have not tried to represent the rolled up hammocks in my 

diorama, but I imagine one could create a solid block of hammocks by gluing together 0.05mm 

dowels, slicing the slab so that the ends of the dowels were exposed, painting the resulting 

slices pale grey and gluing the netting side panels on each side of them before fixing them to 

the rail capping. 

The safety netting at the beak was created by making a 

template of the right span, profiling the bottom of the tem-

plate to the curved beak rails by trial and error. This was 

used to profile the under cut of a strip of diagonal netting 

whose width is the fore and aft span of the net. The top of 

this strip was then guillotined off with a single edged razor 

blade to avoid distorting the shape. 

 After the net panel had been tried for fit (which actually 

meant making a number of them and gluing them in place 

temporarily with a water soluble glue before I got the depth 

and angle of the top cut right), the lower curved edge was 

then glued to the top rail. When dry, the pre-painted cop-

per wire representing the top stretched rope edging was 

glued on. 

 

The whole assembly was then pushed gently into place fixing the aft end first making sure that 

the wire top rope, which gives it stiffness, does not bend.  When the top rope was finally set in 

place and its glue dry, the top edge of the whole net panel was given a very thin coat of matt 

black paint to permanently seal it. It was a fiddly task and I did it at least three times before it 

looked right, but the result was well worth it. 

The photo on the right shows the model in 

its current state (as at 24 June ‘18) with the 

hammock netting and beak safety netting in 

position. The blue of the sea will become 

more subdued with later layers of transpar-

ent grey green. 
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THE KENDALL CHRONOMETERS’ 

ROLE IN AUSTRALIAN HISTORY 
Report by Tom Wolf 

A marine chronometer is a timepiece that is precise and accurate enough to be used as a port-

able time standard; it can therefore be used to determine longitude by means of celestial navi-

gation. When first developed in the 18th century, it was a major technical achievement, as ac-

curate knowledge of the time over a long sea voyage is necessary for navigation. The first true 

chronometer was the life work of one man, John Harrison, spanning years of persistent experi-

mentation and testing, culminating in his 4
th
 attempt (hence known as H4). 

To determine a position on the Earth's surface for vessels operating at sea level, it is neces-

sary and sufficient to know the latitude and longitude. Until the mid-1750s, accurate navigation 

at sea out of sight of land was an unsolved problem due to the difficulty in calculating longi-

tude. Navigators could determine their latitude but to find their longitude, however, they need-

ed a time standard that would work aboard a ship.  

The purpose of a chronometer is to measure accurately the 

time of a known fixed location, for example Greenwich 

Mean Time (GMT).  

Knowing GMT at local noon allows a navigator to use the 

time difference between the ship's position and the Green-

wich Meridian to determine the ship's longitude.  

The creation of a timepiece which would work reliably at sea 

was difficult, the best timekeepers were pendulum clocks, 

but both the rolling of a ship at sea and the up to 0.2% vari-

ations in the gravity of Earth made a simple gravity-based 

pendulum useless both in theory and in practice.  

In response to the British government’s offer of a longitude 

prize for a method of determining longitude at sea in 1714, 

between 1730 and 1741 John Harrison submitted two sea 

timepieces H1 and H2, but he realised that they had a fun-

damental sensitivity to centrifugal force, which meant that 

they could never be accurate enough at sea.  

He made a third machine, designated H3 but this was still 

too inaccurate and he eventually abandoned these large 

machines and he 

solved the preci-

sion problem 

with a much 

smaller H4 chro-

nometer design 

in 1761.  

H4 looked much 

like a large 12cm 

diameter pocket 

watch. 
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H4 

H1 
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Interestingly Lt. James Cook on his first voyage did not have a chronometer on board his ship 

HMB Endeavour. H4 was still the only one then in existence and that was far too precious to 

send on a highly risky voyage.  

So how did Cook find the longitude, that is how far he was east or west of Greenwich? He 

used the method of lunar distances. In one of the great coincidences in the history of science, 

two techniques of determining longitude at sea were developed at the same time, lunar dis-

tances and chronometers. 

Lunar distances involve measuring the angular distances of stars from the Moon with a sex-

tant. More precisely, three observations are made of a star’s elevation above the horizon, of 

the Moon’s elevation of the horizon and of the angular separation between the star and the 

Moon.  

This is then repeated with another star, and after taking the observations Cook had to do long 

and laborious calculations to establish the ship’s position using the Nautical Almanac pub-

lished at Greenwich. Unfortunately, at the start of the three year voyage in 1768 only the al-

manacs for 1768 and 1769 were available so they were the only ones he could take on the 

voyage.  

For his subsequent voyages Cook did take chronometers, but they were created by Larcum 

Kendall, a British watchmaker born on 21 September 1719.  

Kendall was apprenticed to the London watchmaker John Jeffreys 

who created a pocket watch for 

John Harrison, who later used ideas 

from pocket watches in his H4.  

Kendall set up his own business in 

1742 and in 1765 he was one of six 

experts selected by the Board of 

Longitude to witness the operation 

of John Harrison's H4, which he 

was subsequently asked to dupli-

cate.  

The first model finished by Kendall was an accurate copy of John 

Harrison's H4 and is known today as K1 (engraved “1769”). 

James Cook and William Wales (astronomer) tested the clock on Cook's second South Seas 

journey in HMS Resolution, (1772–75) and were full of praise after initial scepticism. 

"Kendall's watch has exceeded the expectations of its most zealous advocate," Cook reported 

in 1775 to the admiralty.  

Cook also described it in his log as "our trusty friend the Watch" and "our never-failing guide 

the Watch". It was thus K1 which proved to a doubting scientific establishment that H4's suc-

cess was no fluke. Three other clocks, constructed by John Arnold, had not withstood the 

loads of the same journey.  

Although constructed like a watch, the chronometer had a diameter of 13cm and weighed 

1.45 kilograms. John Gilbert, Master of HMS Resolution on Cook's second voyage described 

K1 as "The greatest piece of mechanism the world has ever seen". 

K1 was used again by Cook during his third voyage (HMS Resolution 1776–80). In April 1779 

off Kamchatka K1 stopped. A seaman with watchmaking experience cleaned it and started it 

again, but in June the balance spring broke and it could not be repaired.  

cont. p. 16 

K1 
K1 
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After Cook arrived back in Britain in September 1780, K1 was returned to Kendall for repairs.  

K1 again left England in May 1787 with the First Fleet’s voyage to New South Wales in 

HMS Sirius. K1 was transferred to HMAT Supply in the Indian Ocean, and arrived at Botany 

Bay on 18 January 1788.  

After some months ashore with Astronomer Lt William Dawes, K1 was returned to HMS Sirius 

for its journey to Cape Town to collect supplies for the colony. After the wreck of the Sirius at 

Norfolk Island in March 1790, K1 was recovered and put on board HMAT Supply for its jour-

ney to Batavia to collect more supplies, and HMAT Supply eventually took K1 back to Eng-

land via Cape Horn, arriving in Plymouth in April 1792. 

After many more years of service at sea, K1 was on board HMS Victory at the Battle of Cape 

St Vincent until it was finally 'pensioned off' in Greenwich in 1802. It is now kept in the Royal 

Observatory at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich. 

Kendall was asked in 1770 to instruct other workmen on how 

to manufacture parts for additional replicas of H4, however he 

declined stating that further replicas would "still come to so 

high a price as to put it far out of the reach of purchase for 

general use".  

He assured the Board that he would be able to modify Harri-

son's design to build a similar but simpler watch for half the 

price of K1.  

He received the order and K2 was manufactured in 1771 (the 

date inscribed on the watch), and completed in 1772. It 

worked less accurately than the original.  

William Bligh in his log of HMS Bounty in 1787, recorded a 

daily inaccuracy of between 1.1 and 3 seconds and that the 

variation was irregular. On that voyage the K2 chronometer 

attained fame because of the mutiny aboard the ship when the timekeeper was taken by the 

mutineers. Nevertheless it finally ended up at the British Museum in around 1840 and is now 

held by the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich. 

Kendall simplified his design even further with his third  

watch (K3) in 1774, but it also did not have the required ac-

curacy. James Cook used K3 on his Third Voyage on board 

HMS Discovery in 1776–79.  

It was also used again by George Vancouver (HMS Discov-

ery) from 1791 to 1795 during which time he charted the 

south-west coast of Australia and did detailed surveys of the 

coast of North America. 

During Matthew Flinders' journey to Australia in 1801 on 

HMS Investigator, K3 was used by Flinders to chart Wreck 

Reef before it was taken back to England. K3 is also now 

kept at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. 

All three of Kendall's chronometers had been to Australia by 

August 1788, one of them twice. 

After K3, Kendall made no further chronometers of his own design. He died on 22 November 

1790 in London.  

K2 

K3 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Fleet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Sirius_(1786)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Supply_(1759)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botany_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botany_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norfolk_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Batavia,_Dutch_East_Indies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Victory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Cape_St._Vincent_(1797)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Cape_St._Vincent_(1797)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Observatory,_Greenwich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Observatory,_Greenwich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Maritime_Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bligh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Bounty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutiny_on_the_Bounty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Maritime_Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Discovery_(1774)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Flinders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Investigator_(1798)
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all 

over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest 

Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report “ and by arrangement 

and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the authors, we re-

print the following article from their November 2017 issue. 

Building Fighting Tops 
Extracted from an article titled “Half Moon Construction” - by Allen Siegel 

Allen detailed how he fabricated the fighting 
tops to help him overcome some of the pit-falls 
we all face in “getting it right” the first time. 
 
Building fighting tops became a necessity, when 

Allen found that the items supplied in his kit did 

not look authentic.  

He approached 

the task by 

breaking down 

the top into ele-

ments that could 

more easily be 

produced using 

simple lathe 

techniques. 

 

Step 1: The image on the 

left shows the floor of the 

fighting top and the basket 

sides, which Allen turned 

on a lathe. 

Step 2: In the photo on 

the right, the floor has 

been glued to the bottom 

of the basket and the in-

ternal ribs were added. 

First the ribs on the floor 

were added and then the 

extensions up the side of 

the basket. 

Step 3: A ring plate was 
cut to fit the top of the 
basket and glued in 
place. (photo left) 
Step 4: Next, rib exten-
sions were added to the 
top of the ring plate. 
(photo right) 
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Step 5: A second ring was cut and added to the top of 
the rib extensions forming a rail cap. (photo right) 
 

This completed the fighting top. 

 
o on the left is of a fighting top (as 
installed) that was built by Bob Filip-
owski,  
 
Allen used this top as a reference.  
 
Seen from the deck, the trestle 
trees support the fighting top and 
show the lubber’s hole in the mid-
dle. 



SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs in Australia 

and all over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Can-

berra Model Shipwrights Society and by arrangement and their kind permission ac-

knowledging the source and the authors, we reprint the following article from their 

December 2013 issue. 

Soldering for the Model Ship Builder  
- By Stephen Batcheldor 

Soldering can be useful skill for the model ship builder to have. It is probably not something that 

you will use every day but when you do need to solder some small items then it is handy to have a 

basic understanding of the process. Many modellers struggle with soldering because they don’t 

know how to go about it or they don’t follow some of the basic soldering techniques. 

In this short passage I am going to talk about soldering as it relates to the ship modeller and how 

to get successful results. I am not expecting people to be come experts after reading this but hope-

fully you will have enough information to be able to give soldering a go. 

What is soldering? There are many processes that are commonly referred to as soldering but not 

all are suitable for the ship modeller. They all have one thing in common; that is they all use a fusi-

ble metal alloy (solder) to join together pieces of metal.  

Some types of soldering require quite high temperatures or specialist equipment while other types 

of soldering can be successfully carried out by the average modeller using relatively inexpensive 

tools and equipment. The sort of soldering that is useful to the model ship builder is commonly 

known as soft soldering.  

Soft soldering is usually done using a hand held soldering iron and solder with a melting point of 

180 to 190OC as is commonly used in the manufacture and repair of electronic equipment. 

What can soldering be used for? Soft soldering can be used to join a variety of different metals 

used in ship model building including copper, brass, steel and tin. 

Some of the common items that can be created using soldered metal parts are: railings, ladders, 

small metal structures, deadeye strops, ratlines, hinges, metal propellers, metal rudders, propeller 

shafts/frames, bell cranks, linkages, radars, wire terminations etc. In-fact just about any component 

can be fabricated from metal pieces soldered together.  

It is worth noting that aluminium and stainless steel are generally not able to be soldered using this 

type of soft soldering. 

 

Soldering Irons. There are many different types of soldering iron available that are suitable for 

soft soldering, from the simple hobby soldering iron to the variable temperature controlled solder-

ing iron. The sort of things that are going to be soldered will influence what type and size of solder-

ing iron will be required. Larger components require more heat, therefore a larger capacity solder-

ing iron. A good variable temperature controlled soldering iron can make a difference in that it will 

allow you to tackle a larger variety of jobs. In saying that, the simple plug-in / turn-on type soldering 

iron can still be used for most small joints.. 

 

Types of solder. There are many different types of soft solder for a variety of applications. Most 

are an alloy of tin and some other metals. The type of solder that will work best for the ship model-

lers is again general electronics solder which is a Tin/Lead alloy (SnPb60/40 or SnPb63/37). This 

is easy to obtain at the hardware store or an electronic components store. This type of solder is 

available in various sizes (diameters) so consider how big the things are that you need to join. I 

would recommend a small diameter solder for most model ship building tasks. 
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Flux. Flux is an important item when soft soldering as it helps to remove oxides from surface of the 

metal which allows the solder to fuse to base metal and aids in solder flow. Any of the available 

types of flux for soft soldering are suitable but some create much more of a mess than others. My 

recommendation would be to use a clear liquid flux as it is much easier to clean up than resin or 

paste types of flux. Much of the solder available now comes with a resin flux embedded in the core 

of the solder but it is still worthwhile using additional flux on all parts prior to soldering. 

 

Tools. Soft soldering only requires the use of a few simple tools but there is scope to employ more 

specialist tools to make some things easier. The soldering iron, pliers and side-cutters will be re-

quired for most soldering tasks with things like, clamps, tweezers, vice, jigs etc making things easi-

er to hold parts for soldering. A variety of small files will be useful to clean up soldered joints and a 

small stiff bristled brush for removing flux with solvent. 

 

Consumables. The common consumables that will be required for soldering are: 

 Flux to help clean the area to be soldered, 

 Solvent for chemical cleaning of components and removal of flux after soldering, (denatured 

alcohol or methylated spirits), 

 Paper towel or damp sponge for cleaning the soldering iron tip, and 

 Fine sandpaper, steel wool or ink eraser for mechanical cleaning/preparing the components 

prior to soldering. Holding Parts. Soft soldering is one of those tasks that require both hands, 

that is, one holding the soldering iron and one holding/feeding the solder to the job. This 

means that all of the pieces to be joined need to be held somehow. This becomes a little 

more difficult as the parts become smaller and more difficult to hold. 

There are a number of ways to hold parts for soldering including: 

 Use double sided tape or masking tape to hold items down to a piece of timber, 

 Construct jigs to hold parts still, 

 Use clamps or weights to hold parts still, 

 Use heat-sinks to stop heat travelling to previously soldered joints, 

A mixture of all may be required for some complex soldering tasks. 

 

Important considerations for soldering. There are a few things that are worth paying some at-

tention to when soldering: 

 Consider your own safety – There are dangers with prolonged exposure to lead so wash your 

hands after soldering, wear eye protection, work in a well ventilated area and try not to breath 

the fumes, remember the parts stay hot for some time so beware of burning yourself. 

 It is important to make sure that all components to be soldered are cleaned immediately prior 

to soldering. A mechanical clean with fine sandpaper, steel wool or ink eraser to remove any 

oxides followed by a chemical clean with a solvent to remove any debris will make soldering 

so much easier. 

 Plan the construction of complex parts so that larger joints requiring more heat are completed 

first. 

 Always use clamps, jigs, heat sinks and tape to keep parts in place, don’t try to hold or repo-

sition parts with your fingers, you will get burnt. 

 Keep the amount of heat applied during soldering to the minimum required to do the job – be 

quick 

cont. from p. 19 
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 Bigger parts require more heat – the whole part has to reach the melting temp of the solder. 

 Heat the parts and then apply solder to the joint not to the tip of the soldering iron. 

 

The Soldering Process. Soldering is a relatively straight forward process and good results can be 

achieved by following the simple steps below. 

 Clean all parts to be soldered immediately prior to soldering, first by mechanical cleaning, ie 

by scrubbing, filing or sanding the areas to be soldered, then by a chemical clean with sol-

vent.  

 Turn on the soldering iron and allow it to heat up. 

 Position and hold parts so that they will not move during soldering using jigs, clamps tape as 

required. For more complex parts place heat sinks to stop heat travelling to previously sol-

dered joints. 

 Add flux to the area to be soldered. 

 Set soldering iron temperature (approx 320o C if you are using a variable temp iron) 

 Clean the tip of the hot soldering iron by wiping it on paper towel or a damp sponge. 

 Tin the tip of the soldering iron by melting a small amount of solder onto it. 

 Position the tip of the soldering iron so that it touches both parts to be joined. There should be 

enough solder on the tip so that it forms a small heat bridge between the tip and the parts. 

 After a short time try to touch the end of the solder to the heated part. If the parts are hot 

enough the solder should melt and flow into the joint. Most joints only require a very small 

amount of solder. 

 Quickly remove iron from the parts. 

 Allow the parts to cool. 

 Inspect the joint to see that the solder has flowed to both parts. If not the joint can be reheat-

ed and more solder added. 

 Clean up the joint by removing the flux with a small stiff bristled brush and solvent. 

 Excess solder can be cleaned up with a small file. 

Soldering, it is that easy, anyone can do it. A little practice and you will be surprised at what you 

can achieve. With care, some quite complicated structures can be created by soldering metal parts 

together. For most of us though, just being able to join two simple parts will often be all that is re-

quired. 

cont. from p. 20 
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Left: Propellers 1 – A selection of home made 

model ship propellers that have been soldered 

together. 

Right: Radar 1 – The start of a radar being sol-

dered together using double sided tape on a 

wooden former to get the correct shape. 
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Left: Radar 2 – Support frames soldered to the 

radar helps to give it strength. 

 

Right: Radar 3 – The completed radar ready 

to paint. 

cont. from p. 21 

Left: Railings 1 – Small pieces of tinned copper 

wire soldered together using a wooden jig to 

make railings for a model ship. 

 

Right: Railings 2 – Railings made using 

masking tape to hold parts still. 
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Our readers will recall a recent article/book report about the Confederate raider 

CSS Shenandoah and her illegal Australian contact, and that story included refer-

ences to the CSS Alabama. In fact the ensuing litigation between the USA and 

Britain is known as the “Alabama Claim”.  

Upon reading our article, our member Michael Butcher reminded us that he had 

previously built a model of the “Alabama”, we thank Michael for allowing us to re-

produce his work as may be found at < http://www.mariner80.com>.  

What may also be of interest to our readers is that it is expected that a full boxed kit of CSS 

Shenandoah by Gary Renshaw’s Modellers Central is expected to hit the market some time in 

2018, keep your eyes open for this great model! 

Confederate Steam Sloop "CSS Alabama" 
1862 - 1864 

 by Michael Butcher 

   

 

cont. p. 24 

The "Alabama" 

was placed in 

commission with 

the Confederate 

Navy, having 

been constructed 

at Birkenhead , 

England.   

She left the ship-

yard disguised as 

a merchantman 

but was convert-

ed to a combat 

vessel and was 

commissioned on 

August 24 1862. 

Under the command of Captain Raphael Semmes, she captured and sank over 24 Union mer-
chant ships during the first year, as she plied the North Atlantic and West Indies. 

In 1863 she welcomed in the New Year by sinking the “USS Hatteras" off Galveston on 11th 
January and then went down to Cape Town (South Africa) and thence onwards to the East In-
dies where she destroyed almost 40 more merchantmen.  

After calling in at Singapore in December 1863, she continued her plunderous ways but even-
tually had to proceed to Cherbourg (France) for an overhaul on June 11th 1864. 

 On June 19th, a Union steam sloop, the "USS Kearsage" arrived outside the port and during 
the ensuing battle, caused intense damage and the "Alabama" sank.  

The surviving crew members were rescued by the victor and an English yacht,  the 
"Deerhound".   

The wreck of the "Alabama" was eventually discovered by the French Navy in the 1980's. 
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General specifications of the "Alabama":  Length 67 metres - Beam 9.65 metres - Draft 5.38 

metres - Displacement 1050 tons - Motive power 2 x 300 HP horizontal steam engines - single 

screw - 13 knots - Complement: 145 officers and crew - Armament 6x15 kg cannons, 1x50 kg 

& 1x31 kg cannons. 

 

THE MODEL 

The "Alabama" had a very short life but was quite unique in her design and firepower as ex-

plained above.  

This particular kit was from Mamoli of Italy and the instructions were fairly complex and had to 

be carefully studied.   

It would not be suitable for an inexperienced person as it required a fair amount of personal 

skill and adaptation to reach a polished finish. 

The end result is satisfactory but the time taken - about 23 weeks (admittedly in available free 

time only) was rather more than expected for the a model of her length - 694 mms, height 347 

mms, beam 85mms and a scale of 1:120.   

The period of production , working on average about 2 hours daily for 5 days per week, was 

from November 2011 until the end of April 2012. 

The hull is double planked but the kit also supplied minute sections of green coloured timbers 

to emulate copper plating.  I chose not to use these but settled for a metallic copper painted 

boot topping.  

The stern section, including the rudder and propeller, were complex in design with frame for the 

rudder having a rope connection to a winch on the afterdeck.  

The gunwales were unusual in design having an inner and outer component with a sizeable 

gap between them. 

As no chain plates were supplied, these were fashioned from brass wire which worked well and 

looked authentic.  The overall size of the model precluded too much detail on deck.  Similarly, 

the size of the rigging blocks required a very steady hand and a pair of tweezers to thread.  

The lifeboats and falls 

together with the dav-

its worked well as did 

the fitting of the 

masts, yards and 

bowsprit.  

Tapering of these was 

done by hand due to 

their small dimensions 

which made them sus-

ceptible to breakage. 

Our granddaughter 

Rachel and husband 

Garth loved the his-

tory of this vessel 

and now enjoy the 

presence of the 

model in their home.  CSS "Alabama" 1862 -1864 


